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Many different approaches to the design of point focus dish concentrators for electricity
generation have been investigated over the past decade. These include faceted primaries, stressed
membrane primaries and secondary concentrators among others. Often when evaluating such
concepts, a major emphasis is put on developing a quantitative understanding of the technical
performance, perhaps optimizing some standardized measure of conversion efficiency. However,
although there are clearly economic motivations in considering these approaches, there is a
tendency to be much less quantitative in attaining an understanding of the cost trade-offs involved
in optimizing the system. It is the purpose of this paper to preseni a methodology which
emphasizes the importance of quantitative cost evaluations and can serve as a basis for these kinds
of trade-off studies. The approach is quite general, however its application is developed in the
context of evaluating two-stage systems utilizing optimized non-imaging secondary concentrators.

The use of nonimaging, secondary concentrators in point-focus applications allows the
development of more cost effective primary concentrators by a combination of either improved
performance and/or cost reductions. Secondaries, while offering the potential for reduced design
requirements may also offer an increased design flexibility.
Secondaries in combination with large area focusing dish primaries can substantially increase
thermal and optical performance and lower system costs (1,2). Secondaries of both the flowline
("trumpet") and CPC type are been investigated. One specific application of a trumpet
concentrator for a commercial dish-electric system is under development and will be described
(1,3).

To examine the potential cost benefits associated with secondaries, a model for the rational
optimization of performance versus cost trade-offs has been developed. This model requires a
knowledge of the functional dependence of both performance and costs on the design parameter of
interest. Often such quantitative economic functions are unavailable or difficulty to obtain,
however the determination of the optimum choice of parameters is very sensitive to these variables
and very misleading conclusions can result if only approximate or erroneous data is used. It is as
much to emphasize the importance of careful quantitative economic analysis as to provide a
solution that this simple model is invoked. In particular it is shown that the optimum system is that
for which the logarithmic derivatives of the cost-parameter and performance parameter functions
are equal. This model is illustrated for the case of nonimaging secor iary concentrators in terms of
some typical cost relationships which, when evaluated for systems with and without secondary
concentrators, suggest that potential reductions in the cost of delivered energy of at least 10% to
20% and perhaps much more, are possible. These in tum are likely to far outweigh the cost of the
secondary. The methodology for the rational optimization of performance versus costs is based on
the constraint that at the optimum, the relative incremental performance gains with respect to a
particular performance parameter should balance the incremental costs associated with
improvements in that parameter. Under this constraint it is shown that, as long as the cost of the
secondary remains small, and unless all costs are virtually independent of optical errors, a two-
stage thermal system, so optimized, must always be cost elT.ni.e relative to the corresponding
single-stage system.

Finally, note that a new type of nonimaging secondary has been proposed recently (4)
which in principle can achieve geometrical concentrations close to 90% of the thermodynamic
limit, even in short focal length geometries (i.e. focal length to diameter ratios, F/D =0.6-0.7).
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This has the potential to yield system concentrations 50% -657c of the full thermodynamic limit for
the short focal ratio geometries referred to above. The actual concentrations attained by the new
concentrator designs are somewhat dspendent on their degree of truncation (5) and associated
partial shading of the primary so that a quantitative measure of their potential benefit is not
immediately apparent. Some preliminary evaluation of the performance impact of these concepts
will be reported.
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